Welcome to John Lewis Edinburgh

We are part of the John Lewis Partnership and, like all John Lewis department stores, we have three guiding principles:

• To offer the widest possible choice under one roof
• To combine high quality with keen pricing
• To provide a high standard of service, with expert, helpful staff and a whole range of additional benefits and facilities.

About the John Lewis Partnership

There are John Lewis department stores throughout the UK from Aberdeen to Southampton – our first opened in Oxford Street in 1864. In 1929, the company became a profit-sharing democracy; every permanent member of staff is a Partner benefiting from the success of the business. The Partnership also includes Waitrose food shops.

The widest possible choice

With around 80 types of television, hundreds of large electrical appliances and thousands of different furnishing fabrics – altogether we stock over 350,000 lines. From gloves to garden furniture, cots to computers, pots and pans to curtain poles, there’s always a wide range to choose from, to suit most pockets.

Guarantees

John Lewis guarantees are among the best on the market, and are included at no extra cost. All our TVs come with a 5-year guarantee, while all computers and tablets, DVD Players, cameras and audio include a 2-year guarantee. Our John Lewis large kitchen appliances are guaranteed for 3 years, while all other large appliances are covered for 2 years.

Customer collections

Why not drop off your shopping as you go then pick it up when you’re ready to leave, from Customer collections. Customer collections is accessible via the Kitchenware exit on Level 1, directly across Little King Street.